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The problem with the rationale is that a company loaning you money is not a federal, state, or .: RECENT COMMENTS:.

local government agency, and credit is not a right, benefit, or privilege provided by law. You



don't have to give your social security number to a company that is offering credit, but they Clay S. Conrad on Motion to~

don't have to give you credit. Recuse in John Edward Green

Case

If you want to find out what Social Security numbers have already been issued, you can go Mark Bennett on And The Trail
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Top here and here. For example, as of June 1 2009, the Social Security Administration was Has Its Own Stern Code
issuing numbers in the -83- group of the 215- area (the 215- area is Ma land .

Matthew Wright on And The Trail

Has Its Own Stern Code
Area numbers run from 001- to 772-; areas 666 and 734-749 are not used by the Social

D.C. Criminal Defense: Where
Security Administration.
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Defense Koehler Law on PadillaBefore issuing numbers in the -83- group of a particular area, the SSA exhausted all of the

DEFENDING PEOPLE group numbers from -01- to -82- as well as even numbers from -84- to -98-. Within each group, ~v. Kentuck

serial numbers are distributed in order from 0001 to 9999; every one of those serial numbers Mark Bennett on And The Trail
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will be used before the next group is opened up. So, for example, 215-89-9999 will follow Has Its Own Stern Code
215-89-9998 and will be followed by 215-90-0001.
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war room. Trial tomorrow. If someone sold you the number 215-89-xxxx, though, you could tell that it was not a social

security number, since it had not been issued by the SSA, but it would likely at some point be Padilla v. Kentuck

one.
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around how to use the CPN, and never says nput your CPN in the blank where they ask for
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your SSN", but this is the necessary implication). It advises choosing a CPN that hasn't been
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issued by the SSA (but that begins with a three-digit number under 770-, so that it is plausibly
influence tested at .26: an SSN).
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on ross sexual im osition First, when was the last time you saw a credit form asking for your CPN? "Never" is the

stalkin & u b lic indecenc answer. Credit companies don't ask for CPNs; they ask for SSNs. If you are asked for a social

char es: htt : // is. d/b wTa security number and you give a CPN or a number other than your social security number,

you' re lying. Lying to get credit is a crime. So you might follow the advice in the book and

generate a nine-digit number that hasn't been issued as a SSN, but still might be, and you
won' t be able to do anything with it because nobody ever asks for your CPN. ~This u

suggests writing uCPN ID¹ uafter the CPN; I don't think credit companies or U.S. Attorneys

have that much of a sense of humor.)

.: ARCHIVES:.
Second, companies that give credit check to find out if an SSN was actually issued, so in

order for a number to be accepted as a social security number, it has to be in the range of

numbers already issued. (Those companies also search the Social Security Death Index to

find out if the Social Security Number belonged to someone who has died.) If you pick a CPN

that has not been issued as an SSN (or one belonging to a dead guy), and use it when filling .: CATEGORIES:.
in the blanks on a credit application, the credit company's computer will kick it out as an error.

Because it isn't a social security number, it won't pass the creditors' vetting. Using it in place Select Category
of a Social Security Number to try to get something of value would still be fraud, though.

As an alternative to making up your own CPN from the pool of possible future SSNs, the

cbook suggests applying for an EIN and using that as a CPN. I haven't given a lot of thought

to the legality of this, but, first, credit applications don't ask for your EIN (so putting an EIN

where an SSN is requested is a lie); and, second, any advice that includes:

(F7illin an address that you have never had any ties to with your current

c reditand no otheraddress for mail then continue. . . .

Just remember not to give any type ofidentifyinginfo. from your other credit

file. Make sure to use the address that you were never associated with prior

to the creation of your CPN.

has got to be looked at with an extremely cynical eye. If the anonymous authors of the cbook

aren't violating 15 USC 1679b, it's only because of their disclaimer:

Theinformation providedin this E-bookis notintended to be considered

legal advicein any way. Thisis simply to show you HOI/I/companies are

obtaining Credit Privacy Number or Credit Profile Number. In no way do we

encourage anyone to use the followinginformation.



If you wanted to generate a Social Security number other than your own (and you do not want

to do this — there is no legal use to which you could put such a number), it'd be easy: pick one

of the three-digit area numbers the SSA uses, pick a two-digit group that has already been

exhausted, and pick a non-zero four-digit number. Presto: you' ve got someone else's bona

fide social security number. If you wanted to make sure that this fake Social Security Number

didn't belong to someone who had died or who had a bad credit history, you might choose a

two-digit group that was recently exhausted to be sure that the number was recently issued.

This is what I have seen the originators of MCPNsp doing: picking recently-issued SSNs to sell

to people in dire credit circumstances. These numbers generally turn out to belong to children,

which makes those who trade in or use the CPNs look really bad.

The $10 cbook (which, again, you should not buy) advocates using 292-61-xxxx as your CPN,

and checking it atssnvalidator.com to make sure that it is not already an SSN.

Ssnvalidator.corn will tell us not only if a number has been issued, but also if the number is in

the SSA death index (so if you made up an SSN using the method in the last paragraph, you

could check ssnvalidator.corn to see if the number was in the death index). We know that the

SSA is only up to rou 1 3 in area 292-, so even without looking it up at ssnvalidator.corn we

know that it will be a while (370,000+ SSNs in that area, which is part of Ohio) before SSNs

are created beginning 292-61-.

Bottom line: CPNs fit into the same category as redem tion theor: nutjob theories that greedy

people who know better use to take advantage of desperate people who don' t.

[Yes, I know I'm going to get a bunch of comments from people who believe in CPNs only
because they yearn to.]
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5 Responses to "The Credit Privacy Number (CPN) Scam"

O
Feiste says:
15 June 2009 at 7 30 m

Using an EIN as opposed to a SSN to obtain credit for personal (as opposed to
business) purposes is most certainly illegal under federal law.

0 Mark Benneft says:
e %

16 June 2009 at 5:30 m

Cite please.

O
Joe says:
16 June 2009 at 9:16 am

CI

How is this even possible? I know people are willing to go to great lengths to
protect their identity information, but this scenario is just a mess waiting to happen.
Let's hope this idea loses traction before anyone else hears about it.

0 Mark Benneft says:
16 June 2009 at 5:29 m

As long as there are suckers who' ll pay $10 to be told how to get out of
debt, there' ll be people taking their $10 to give them an illegal way of doing it.

O
Michael says:
23 June 2009 at 2:16 m

How does this work for sole-proprietorships? I have an EIN for my home
business (not incorporated), but I always use my personal name and my EIN is
registered to my personal name as well.

How can this be fraud?
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